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The

three people looked at me with shocked expressions, and when I
looked at you, they were all stupid.

Is he crazy?

Naturally, the old man needn’t say much. After living in this kind of
place for many years, I am afraid that no one knows this old female
worm better than him. And even the pangolins and Xia Wei, who
didn’t know enough about them, had previously drilled a lot of paths in
those burrows because of looking for George Han.

You know, those holes that are only used to reach out the tentacles
are nearly one meter high at the deepest point, and they traverse
several miles, which is enough to show how big and how long this
guy’s tentacles are.

And the monster that can stretch out such a huge tentacles, its size
can also be imagined how big.

The most important thing is to pull this kind of thing out directly, which
also means dragging this thing through the thick soil layer of several
kilometers long. This is difficult to drill, let alone dragging it directly. ,
This is not a fantasy and what is it? !

No matter how strong it is, it is almost impossible.

“Is this guy irritated by your blood, has he gone crazy?” Even though
he knew a lot about George Han, he had seen George Han perform
many times against the sky, and he began to suspect George Han at
this time.

Xia Wei looked blank, but really agreed with what the pangolin said.

Yes, maybe it is true.



The old man even smiled bitterly after he was shocked at this time.
The so-called newborn calves are not afraid of tigers, but this is the
first time such a calf has lived for most of his life.

boom!

And almost at this time, as George Han pulled abruptly, the whole
underground suddenly shook, and inside the house, the dust was
rolling, and the anti-buddha was about to collapse for a while.

boom!

There was another muffled sound, and the whole house shook, and
the outstretched tentacles were once again directly pulled out by
George Han.

Crazy, crazy, this guy is really crazy!

She seemed to feel George Han’s intentions too, and the old female
worm seemed to be angry too, and directly competed with George
Han. A dozen tentacles slightly slowed down, resisted fiercely, and
tried to drag George Han back.

George Han staggered obviously. The next second, he immediately
grabbed two of the tentacles again with both hands, and then bit his
teeth, then pulled it backwards. Have you ever seen Tug-of-war of
Hercules?

This is George Han at this time!

“

Get me up!” With an angry scream, George Han suddenly pulled his
hand again, and at the same time shook the jade sword lightly, rising
with a sword and thrusting it directly on the tentacles. Immediately
afterwards, George Han held the sword in both hands, got up and
turned around!

Taking itself as the axis and the two-handed sword as the card, it is
like a thread roll, as it turns crazily, it will directly recycle its tentacles.

Rumble! ! !



At the same time, the entire ground shook crazily, and not only was
the dust falling frantically in the hut, at this time even the boulders that
were the outermost layer of reinforcement began to teeter.

The pangolin did not dare to neglect, and hurriedly laid a barrier to the
house to protect the house from destruction.

boom! ! !

There was another loud noise. When the pangolin guarded the
enchantment and went with the prestige, the whole person was
almost as if he had seen a ghost.

On the earth wall, in the pothole, mud piled up and spewed out,
almost filling half of the pothole.

The pangolin looked at the bulging appearance behind the soil wall,
and suddenly said: “No…no? He…fuckin, he won’t really pull the
monster over, right?”

Xia Wei was also shocked. I don’t know what to say. You must know
that although the two have not finished the hole, they are still miles
away in terms of the way they have traveled.

Just so far away, she had to pull a behemoth out of the soil, let alone
other things, even if the soil was removed without obstruction, she
might not be able to do it.

But…

but George Han…

“Is this really a joke?” The old man was also dumbfounded and lived
for most of his life, not to mention that he hadn’t seen it before, even if
others boasted like this, he hadn’t heard it. ,

But you have to look carefully. Behind the turned-out mud, behind the
hole, behind the swollen back, it seems… it seems that there is
something huge and incomparable hidden.

At this moment, the corners of George Han’s mouth in mid-air showed
a symbolic evil smile again. At this time, his body was already tightly
entangled with tentacles….



Suddenly, George Han was on his body. The colored golden light
flashed again, he bit his teeth slightly, his hand suddenly pressed
hard…

Bang!
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there was

only a loud explosion, and then the silver light seemed to flash by. At
the same time, the tentacles wrapped around George Han’s body
suddenly all shattered, and the green liquid sprayed horizontally. The
stump flew all around.

The jade sword that was inserted in the innermost center was just cut
open by George Han’s hand sword.

In the next second, George Han left, grabbed the broken main
tentacles, and snorted coldly: “Get out of here!”

Boom!

The soil wall cracked, and the swollen bag collapsed, and a huge
white silkworm chrysalis was pulled out of the soil, half of the body
suddenly fell on the hole, stuck there.

And the tentacles of the other potholes were also pulled back from
their original positions because the body was pulled, leaving only the
potholes in the mud!

Looking at the Mother Earth Worm who was dragged out directly,
countless tentacles were either swaying hard outside or buried in the
soil, and the three of them were completely dumbfounded.

Especially the shock of the old man can’t be described in words.

After all, this old earthworm mother is really a demon in the vicinity to
him. When it is active, it is too late to hide. Who would dare to provoke
him?



But now, it was such a terrifying demon in the earth, but he was
dragged out in such a humiliating way by the young man who thought
he was similar to him, and fell into the pit with such a gesture.

This is simply… it is

simply subverting the old man’s lifelong cognition.

“This is his grandma’s.”

“Wow!”

“Well”

The white silkworm chrysalis that was pulled out and fell to the ground
screamed. Then, the three of them only heard strange noises in the
ground. The next second, as the soil wall shattered, six huge
bloodworms resembling the same beard suddenly Rushed.

With such a huge body, even if he opened his mouth, he could
swallow George Han completely.

“Om!”

At almost the same time, Han’s three thousand eight golden bodies
suddenly opened, and almost at the same time, with a sword in his
hand, the six bloodworm heads fell to the ground, and only the body
was still tumbling in the soil.

The old man’s sentence is the six great guardians, be careful, only
said a six-character, everything has settled.

It’s almost dazzling, and it’s almost numb.

“Hey, it’s not good to provoke anyone, you have to provoke this
person.” Seeing that the situation was under control, the pangolin was
shocked, looking at the old mother bug and shook his head helplessly.
also said what mother, you, you are still too young to provoke
something you shouldn’t provoke.

As soon as the words fell, the old mother worm seemed unwilling, and
there was another strange sound in her body, trying to extend her
tentacles again, but just as soon as she lifted it, it was already cut with



a sword, and several tentacles fell to the ground, and the time
seemed to disappear suddenly. The claws are like crabs.

Struggling again, one foot has volleyed into the air, only a muffled
sound.

The huge old female worm pushed the thick soil back nearly half a
meter!

A huge pothole was exposed above the silkworm chrysalis, and
countless brown liquids flowed out from the white mark not far from
the hole.

“Don’t you want to eat me?” George Han smiled coldly, staring at the
old mother worm faintly.

If the previous George Han was almost a duck with no hair in his eyes,
now, this old female worm is more like a toy being kneaded at will.

The tentacles were chopped off, and the giant blood worms, which
looked like an anaconda, said goodbye as soon as they came out.

Even the countless bloodworm soldiers like big snakes were resisted
by the barrier supported by the sky fire moon wheel and kept turning
to ashes.

What is left?

With a whimper, the old mother worm knows that the general situation
is over even if she doesn’t have an IQ, and when she struggles, she
wants to turn over and crawl back to the hole to try to escape.

But, how could George Han give him this opportunity? !

With a movement of his hand, the jade sword flew, and the next
second the sky fire moon wheel flew down, wrapped around the
sword body, and suddenly pierced the white mark of the old female
insect with red and blue light.

The blood worms who had no resistance from the sky fire moon wheel
were trying to flock in desperately, but suddenly the light on George
Han’s body was radiant, and then the light turned into energy and



dispersed, and the insects around George Han’s body, Suddenly
turned into powder.

The three were stunned on the spot!

However, at this moment, the old man suddenly reflected something.
He looked back at the big female insect and yelled anxiously: “No!”

“Puff!” With

a sharp sound, the jade sword with the sky fire moon wheel was
already there. Directly pierced the white mark, submerged.

And then, a huge red light reflected in the old man’s panicked eyes,
and expanded..
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